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Abstract. Despite regulatory efforts to protect personal data online,
users knowingly consent to disclose more personal data than they in-
tend, and they are also prone to disclose more than they know. We con-
sider that a reliance on cognitive heuristics is key to explaining these
aspects of users’ disclosure decisions. Also, that the cues underpinning
these heuristics can be exploited by organisations seeking to extract more
data than is required. Through the lens of an existing credibility heuristic
framework, we qualitatively analyse 23, one-to-one, semi-structured in-
terviews. We identify six super-ordinate classes of heuristics that users
rely upon during disclosures: PROMINENCE, NETWORK, RELIABIL-
ITY, ACCORDANCE, NARRATIVE, MODALITY, and a seventh non-
heuristics TRADE class. Our results suggest that regulatory efforts seek-
ing to increase the autonomy of the informed user are inapt. Instead the
key to supporting users during disclosure decisions could be to positively
nudge users through the cues underpinning these simple heuristics.
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1 Introduction

Disclosing personal data is self-managed. It is users that decide whether to con-
sent to disclosure requests or whether to withhold their data. This consent-based
model aligns appealingly with the ideals of information self-determinism [48].
However, in practice these ideals are not being met. Although regulations such
as the UK Data Protection Act (1998) stipulate that organisations inform users
of the operation of data processing, the explanation of risk is left to organi-
sational discretion, making it incumbent on users to make the necessary risk
calculation [40]. If we adopt the long-standing definition regarding consent in a
medical context [49], the reality of consent in disclosure is akin to simple rather
than informed consent. Simple consent involves a brief explanation of operations,
followed by a trust-based agreement or refusal; to elevate this to informed con-
sent, a detailed discussion of risks is also required. Regardless of likelihood, high
risk necessitates informed consent. Because the consequences of data misuse are
increasingly high and decreasingly rare [18], simple consent is unsatisfactory.

Unfortunately, increasing the autonomy of informed users may not be suf-
ficient. This is because disclosure decisions are inherently uncertain, and when
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data is stored indefinitely there is no means of accounting for future uses or
future capabilities, so the ‘data controller’ may also be ignorant of the risk [47].
Even if organisations were able to explain the risk, users rarely read privacy poli-
cies [45], and when there is an attempt, they lack the time and/or the capacity
for the required uncertainty calculus (‘privacy calculus’) to comprehend them
[13, 27]. Users are essentially left to trust that the data controller will behave in
an expected and innocuous manner [38, 33], and to make heuristic judgements
(i.e. using ‘rules of thumb’) about whether to disclose [44].

We share the view of [41, 14] in considering cognitive heuristics as key to un-
derstanding these decisions, and illuminating the problem of the privacy paradox
- the tendency of user’s to disclose more in their actual behaviour than in their
previously stated intention [37].

In this paper we present a qualitative study to understand the heuristics
that people use when making disclosure decisions. Using established credibility
heuristics as a starting point we present an analysis of 23 semi-structured in-
terviews, with the aim of exploring whether the heuristics related to credibility
judgements are a general enough framework to also apply to disclosure decisions.
We also seek to identify superordinate classes of similarly themed heuristics, and
to explore the importance and limitations of heuristics within those classes, and
therefore within the disclosure decision process as whole.

2 Background

When faced with difficult, uncertain, or intractable problems, using heuristics
can be rational [17] as they fit with observations of decision-making in the wild.
Nonetheless, they are prone to misjudgement and bias [44] and with that are
prone to manipulation, or ‘nudges’. While these nudges might be used to limit
over-disclosure, they can also be used to encourage users to disclose more than
they might otherwise be comfortable with [2, 19]. In this section we will look at
exactly what is meant by heuristics, how they have been linked to credibility,
and used when exploring disclosure decisions.

2.1 Heuristics and Credibility

Heuristics are used to reduce difficult decisions to solvable simple decisions [15].
For example, whether to invest in company A or B is a difficult decision, which
depends on many complex factors. Whereas, an associated heuristic may be that
size is related to success. Then the heuristic’s decision variable, i.e., the cue, could
be the number of service users or stock price. So, whether A(cue) > B(cue)
substitutes for whether A is a better investment than B.

Early research around activities such as phishing and fake news showed the
impact that online cues have on users’ trust of web sites, and their judgements
of the credibility and legitimacy of those sites [12, 42]. Fogg [12] finds that rather
than users seeking a particular cue, prominent cues affect users, and that with
new digital interfaces comes changes in the prominent cues (e.g., the padlock
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Table 1. Heuristic Approaches to Credibility Evaluation Online

Heuristic Description

Authority An official or primary authority
Recognition Familiarity, even in name only
Reputation* A prestigious service would not knowingly be wrong
Endorsement* Recommendation from known others
Bandwagon Recommendations or perceived actions of unknown others
Consistency* Agreement with another source or procedure
Consensus Agreement between many sources or procedures
Self-Confirmation* Alignment with a pre-existing belief
Coolness New modalities of the technology
Novelty New encounters with the technology
Expectancy Violation* Inferior site design, errors, poor visual appearance
Persuasive Intent* A feeling of bias or being pushed

Note: Twelve (* six prominent) credibility heuristics collated from [34].

shown on a search bar). Understanding how to manipulate these effects is an
active research agenda for behavioural economists [8, 2, 6].

The MAIN model [42] structures ten years of psychological research into the
cues that have been empirically shown to affect users. This model assembles the
cues in terms of four technological affordances of digital media: Modality, Agency,
Interactivity, and Navigability. The result is an extensive array of cues and asso-
ciated heuristics, providing a framework for more applied research. Drawing from
this model, Metzger et al. [35] conducted 11 focus groups, and found five promi-
nent credibility heuristics: Reputation, Endorsement, Consistency, Expectancy
Violation and Persuasive Intent ; later adding Self-confirmation as a sixth [34].
For instance, determining the credibility of a website is a difficult decision. An
associated heuristic may be the Expectancy Violation heuristic that illegitimate
websites appear unprofessional. So, whether the website has spelling mistakes
can substitute for whether the website is credible.

The value of [35, 34] is in representing an expansive array of cues and decision
variables, as in the MAIN model, into something simple and coherent (as sum-
marised in Table 1). In addition, this table contains the six additional heuristics
that [34] discussed as relevant, yet omitted for their purposes1. A concern is that
the original six may be overly fitted to credibility judgements.

2.2 The Role of Heuristics in Disclosure

Credibility and disclosure decisions are both trust-based decisions [33, 41], and
heuristics are somewhat abstracted from the weeds of a problem [26]. In fact, is it
predicted that in some circumstances one simple heuristic can take an individual
through a cycle of disclosure through related yet independent decisions, flowing

1 Metzger et al., found six heuristics through a process of reduction, i.e., Recognition
is subsumed under Reputation, as to perceive reputation involves a prior recognition.
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from a credibility judgement regarding the legitimacy of a service, through a
judgement to determine a service’s trustworthiness as a data controller, and
finally to whether the individual is willing to disclose a particular item of data.

In similar work, [14] used grounded theory, on data from eight focus groups,
to reveal eight heuristics that underpin disclosure; four of which promote disclo-
sure (Gatekeeping, Safety-net, Bubble and Ephemerality), and four that inhibit
it (Fuzzy-boundary, Intrusiveness, Uncertainty, Mobility). Where the work of
Metzger et al. provided the motivation for this work, the findings here have
been refactored in light of these eight newly revealed heuristics.

There is a question however, as to the value of producing an ever-expansive
set of heuristics separated only by subtleties. For instance the Intrusiveness
heuristic, i.e. unsolicited communications inhibiting disclosure willingness from
[14], shares similarities with the Persuasive Intent heuristic i.e. a feeling of bias or
being pushed that inhibits the willingness to disclose [34]. A balance is required
to avoid returning to the extensive set of decision cues such as in the MAIN
model, and remaining in the scope of the simple findings bespoke to credibility.
Hence our focus on developing superordinate classes of similarly themed heuris-
tics that might accommodate emerging work.

3 Method

A series of semi-structured, one-to-one, face-to-face interviews were conducted.
This approach was consistent with the qualitative nature of the focus groups in
[35] and [14], but had an advantage of providing for a deeper focus on individual
experience. The interview structure followed that of a cognitive walk-through,
this was chosen as it is productively used for heuristic evaluations within human
computer interaction (HCI) studies [36, 22]. However, instead of a specific target
system as in HCI studies, the interviewee were asked to recall an interaction
with an online service. This meant that no one system had to be contrived, and
also the focus on what had already occurred avoided talk of ideals that misalign
with actual behaviour (i.e., the privacy paradox) [37].

Furthermore, focusing on interviewee interpretation (the heuristic) means
that the actual system, and the content of the cues was of less importance than
the type of cues. For instance, one person may look for a NUS seal of approval,
whereas another looks for a Royal Warrant mark, either way they can both
be using the Endorsement heuristic. This meant that the required sample were
those who regularly engaged with online actives and services, and who could also
reason and articulate about these engagements. With this in mind we recruited
from the Psychology department’s participant pool, resulting in 23 Interviewees,
all of whom were 18 to 25 years old.

The interviews were all under an hour (43 to 57 minutes), and were conducted
on campus. Interviewees were briefed, and given the opportunity for questions
before signing a consent form, the audio recording then commenced for the
duration of the interview, and at the end they were debriefed. Participants were
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paid a small amount of compensation for their time. Finally, the audio files were
transcribed verbatim by the interviewer, and imported into NVivo for analysis.

The interviews comprised three stages. Stage one (approx. 5 minutes), in-
volved simple questions that established the interviewee’s general digital en-
gagement, whilst also easing them into the interview process.

In stage two (approx. 40 minutes), each interviewee was asked to recall a
recent instance whereby they registered with an online service. Then, intervie-
wees were primed to think within one of two possible self-regulatory mindsets
[21]; twelve were promotion primed to recall a system relating to social activities,
entertainment or freebies (in the analysis these are denoted with S, for social,
i.e., S1, S2,...S12), and eleven were prevention primed to recall a system relating
to responsibilities or financial and commercial transactions (denoted with T, for
transaction, i.e., T1, T2,...T11).

Once a relevant situation had been recalled they were asked to discuss the
process from first considering the service, through to completing the registration
or transaction. They were allowed to speak freely around the task, however,
when recall became disjointed a prompt sheet of short questions that moved
chronologically through the process was referred to. While the interviewer steered
the conversation around the contexts of the original primer, some contextual
cross-over was unavoidable, and in many cases these instances were insightful.

Finally, stage three (approx. 5 minutes), included questions regarding the
general concept of identity and privacy in the media. As well as a winding down
exercise, this section allowed the interviewees to express any related thoughts or
concerns that may have occurred during the interview.

3.1 Analysis

The analysis was undertaken in three parts.
The first part was ensuring familiarity with the data. The first author con-

ducted the interviews, and transcribed the audio recordings, which ensured a
base level of familiarity with the data. The data was then divided into; A) the
data relating to disclosure decisions, and B) the data not relating to disclosure
decisions. Before being set aside, data set B was examined to provide context and
validity as to the interviewees’ suitability for, and engagement with the process.

The second part involved coding the interview data into distinct categories.
To do this, the transcripts were examined using an interpretivist approach [23,
10], wherein the interviewee constructs the theoretical connection between cue
and decision, the analyst is then left to categorise the self-reported ‘rules of
thumb’ [42]. An analysis challenge stems from people combining heuristics or
interweaving heuristic and non-heuristic interpretations to inform decisions [16].

To help address this data set A was first categorised into; A1) heuristic-
based, and A2) non-heuristic decisions. Then by matching the language used
and the cues mentioned with those outlined in the literature, data set A1 were
deductively categorised to align with the heuristics in Table 1 as described in
[34]. Data not aligned with Table 1 were then inductively coded, as described in
[39], to reveal additional heuristics. Data set A2 provided a set of non-heuristic
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decisions, that coded inductively acted as deviant cases to counterbalance any
confirmatory-bias residing in the efforts to explore heuristics.

While part two teased the results apart, part three of the analysis serves to re-
combine them by identifying super-ordinate classes that encapsulate the results
from part two. For example, while the Reputation and Recognition heuristics
involve different interpretations and reasoning, they seem to be based upon sim-
ilar underlying cues (for instance the size of the organisation) therefore, they
are discussed within a parent prominence class. This allows the extension of the
original credibility framework whilst maintaining its richness, and also helps to
keep the overall results concise and pragmatic.

4 Interviewee Context and Validity

Interviewees reported habitual engagement with digital living, with typical com-
ments such as; “Oh, literally, all the time”, and “when I wake in the morning,
I just look in bed on Facebook.” However, we remain mindful of the temporal
nature of the responses [28], as summed up by interviewee T6 when they said “I
was 15, now I’m 19, so I have different interests.”

The Interviewees were open and candid within the interviews, this was exem-
plified by a common revelation about having only two or three passwords across
all online systems, a finding that mirrors those of [29]. For example, one partic-
ipant admitted “when I am creating a password they say you need a capital or
a punctuation so it might vary, but generally I use one of three.” In some cases
the participants even admitted to writing them down for ease, “I just created a
word document to remember all of my passwords.”

While the similar age and educational status of the participants naturally
scopes our findings to a particular demographic, it is a key demographic for the
problem of disclosure. Our analysis of the first stage of the interview shows that
our participants were engaged with the problem of disclosure in their everyday
lives, and prepared to give rich answers to the interview questions.

5 Findings

Table 2 summarises the results of the second and third parts of our analysis
(coding, and identifying super-ordinate classes), and contains sample dialogue
to illustrate the coding process. Six super-ordinate classes are discussed; PROMI-
NENCE, NETWORK, RELIABILITY, ACCORDANCE, NARRATIVE, and
MODALITY. A seventh non-heuristics TRADE class was also identified. Within
the following sections, the interview extracts address the flow of decisions through
the cycle of disclosure, leading an interviewee from an initial assessment of ser-
vice legitimacy, through the assessment of the service as a trustworthy data
controller, and finally to the assessment as to whether the interviewee actually
disclosed an item of PII.
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Table 2. Superordinate Classes and Heuristic Coding Reference

CLASS Heuristic: Description Example Extract -Interviewee

PROMINENCE Reputation:
Prestigious services would
not knowingly do wrong

“FIFA is well-known and probably not
evil.”S3

Recognition:
A familiarity with a service,
even in name only

“it is just a very small app that I have
not heard much about, I think I
wouldn’t put my information on it.”S4

NETWORK Endorsement:
A recommendation from
known others

“My brother has been telling me it is
more secure, it is easier, better and
safer.”S1

Authority:
A recommendation from
official or primary authority

“He was a journalist, so he knows a lot
of those sort of things.”T7

Bandwagon:
Perceiving the actions of
unknown peers or general
population

“I was quite influenced by what
everyone was doing.”T7

RELIABILITY Consistency:
Interacting with a familiar
process

“I tried another website, and also they
ask for the same thing. The same
questions. You have to sign up first,
and it was the same thing. So I signed
up.”S1

Consensus:
A normative or
standardised process

“Just the normal, name, date of birth
and the important one is the mobile
number to create an account.”S10

Expectancy:1

Inferior site design, errors,
poor visual appearance

“this looked fashionable and
genuine.”S6

ACCORDANCE Intent:2

A feeling of bias or being
pushed

“they wanted all my details to tell me
how much it would cost. So I provided
false details.”T3

Self-confirmation:
Feeling a consistency with
pre-existing beliefs

“Why do you need ID? I’m only buying
make-up.”T11

MODALITY Coolness:
Gratifying features of a
technology

I like the effect on the photos, I only
did it for that, I don’t like the privacy
really, but I don’t really use it very
often, it is just on there in case.”S6

Novelty:
An new encounter with a
technology

“When I actually started, I was so
happy about it, that I completed
absolutely everything.”S3

NARRATIVE3 Availability:
The ability to recall similar
instances

“there has never been a dodgy situation
when I don’t want to give [my location
data] because it is harmless games like
Flappy Bird”S3

Coherence:
The ability to envisage the
result of an action

“if someone hacked my Twitter account
I honestly wouldn’t care because it is
utter rubbish, nothing important, it is
only entertainment”S2

1:Violation aspect removed from the Expectancy heuristic to provide neutral label,
[See Section 5.3]
2: Persuasive aspect removed from the Intent heuristic to provide neutral label. The
Intent heuristic also incorporate the Intrusiveness heuristic from [14] [See Section 5.4]
3: Not part of the original Credibility heuristics framework as described in Table 1
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5.1 PROMINENCE: Recognition and Reputation

Many of the participants expressed terms aligning with the Reputation heuris-
tic, by implying that a prestigious service would not knowingly do wrong, as
described in [34]. When asked for location data, Interviewee S3 says; “I mean
FIFA is well-known and probably not evil.” This is the first example of a sim-
ple heuristic, reputation, being sufficient to complete the cycle of disclosure. We
know that reputation relates to credibility judgements regarding an organisa-
tion’s legitimacy, also, within this exchange with S3 it also provided an implicit
trustworthiness of FIFA as a data controller, and then specifically in regards to
their willingness to disclose their location data.

Interpreting cues related to size, being low-key, or being a known brand
were typical. Such as when Interviewee S5 suggests that “Twitter is such a
big company you assume they would not [...] pass your information on.” In a
related tone, Interviewee T11 associates size and risk “because smaller companies
don’t have as many resources for security.” Meaning that an organisation would
want to protect their reputation, and thus protect the user, and the bigger
the organisation the better the protection. There was an overall sense that if
something has gained prominence then it must be doing something right, whereas
lacking prominence suggests otherwise.

This sentiment is also reflected in the Recognition heuristic; trust occurring
due to a basic familiarity with an entity [17, 35]. T6 makes the connection from
the prominence of a high-street presence, and thus being “well-known”, and them
“not trying to scam me”. This may seem similar to reputation, but there is value
in the distinction. Reputation seems to involve other people, as in “well-known”
compared to an inwards reflection, as in “I have not heard”.

Perhaps the most notable difference between recognition and reputation, is
that reputation extends beyond the original entity towards subsidiaries. Gam-
bino et al. [14] refer to this as a safety-net heuristic, exemplified by Interviewee
T10 when they state “with independent people, you need a barrier”. This is a re-
peated factor in disclosure decisions, yet it is still a factor of reputation because
reputation is acting as a form of collateral for the data exchange, as something
“to live up to”, T1. For instance, online organisations acting as a trust interme-
diary for other associated organisations, because the parent “company image is
that valuable”, S11. This protection is also inherited by other service users, as S4
finds it “really dodgy” being young and female on “a site that isn’t well-known”,
yet on Twittter they “wouldn’t worry too much”.

Seemingly, being of prominence provides organisations with many cues in-
terpreted towards trust and willingness to disclose. We have a scenario where
credible organisations are “not trying to scam”, which attracts users, which in
turn adds to them being “so well-known and so big you can trust it”, and this
trustworthiness is reinforced by having the “resources for security” against out-
side threats, and being “probably not evil” to cause inside threats. This cocktail
of credibility and trustworthiness leading to willing to disclosure is a prime ex-
ample of the simplicity in the cycle of disclosure. However, from Interviewee T2’s
perspective, “it is not really about the reputation it is about the price”, remind-
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ing us that although these are simple heuristics, the decision cues remain diverse,
and moreover, that when finance is involved it changes the decision further.

5.2 NETWORK: Endorsement, Authority and Bandwagon

Evident from the interviews was that an individual’s interpersonal network has
a considerable influence on disclosure decisions. This was also reflected in [34]
through the Endorsement and Bandwagon heuristics. These heuristics are similar
to the heuristics in the Prominence class, the difference being that the Promi-
nence class regards a service’s place in the world, i.e., a high-street presence,
whereas the network class has a personal characteristic, i.e., my friends were
doing it.

Focusing first on the Endorsement heuristic; testimonial by known others,
Interviewee S2 found “that two of my housemates were already there made it
seem more comfortable”. These findings mirror that of [35], suggesting that in
some cases individuals prefer recommendations to their own decision. Interviewee
S1 reflects delegation to others to make decision for them, when admitting; “I
am more affected by what people tell me as I am not really an IT person”. This
type of sentiment, by an educated individual with habitual use of technology,
runs counter to the notion that disclosure is to be self-managed.

The Authority heuristic is when trust stems from expert or official authority
endorsements [42]. When Interviewee T7’s father convinced T7 to allow electoral
roll information to be traded, he was the authority but not as a parent, “he
was a journalist, so he knows a lot of those sort of things”. In effect it is an
endorsement from an individual with reputation, but is not passive like the
reputation heuristic. This feature was seldom present in the interviews.

Similarly, the Bandwagon heuristic involves recommendations and often
shares decision cues with the Endorsement heuristic [35]. However, the find-
ings here agree with [42], that the two are meaningfully different. Instead of a
personal endorsement from friends and family, in the Bandwagon heuristic the
recommendations can be from unknown others via less personal factors such
as aggregated testimonials or star ratings embedded within the interface. This
places the Bandwagon heuristic conceptually close to the Prominence class, illus-
trated by “many thousands of people have downloaded them they can’t be that
bad”, S4. Yet, it is also has a socially compelling aspect to it, as T7 explains, “I
wasn’t 100% satisfied with the [privacy policy]” but, “everyone is doing it” or
as T10 reflects “I thought everyone else was. I assumed you had to fill it in”.

Throughout this Network class of heuristics, there is a degree of delegating
the decisions within the cycle of disclosure, through direct council and endorse-
ment or indirectly through the assumed behaviours of peers. There is a free-riding
aspect, whereby there is an expectation of others doing the risk discovery [45].
But this is a self-fulfilling ‘social proof’ [9], whereby a herd mentality can follow
without due consideration of the circumstances [5].
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5.3 RELIABILITY: Expectancy, Consistency and Consensus

The Expectancy Violation heuristic has negative connotations surrounding
poor design, central to which is an expectation of professionalism [34]. In this
regard, on numerous occasions interviewees were cued by presentation details,
with features such as poor layout, inferior design or errors impacting on per-
ceptions of service trustworthiness. To this end T6 trusted their judgement “by
looking at their website or social networking site, whether it looks professional
or not”, or for T7 it was that, “something in my mind saying it is not right”. We
have chosen to remove the ‘violation’ label and simply use Expectancy, because
the cues can work both ways, in that “you sort of get the feeling that it is not
right, but this looked fashionable and genuine” (S6), this relabelling reflects that
writing inconsistency, non-consensus, or disreputable would be unproductive.

This Reliability class also contains the Consistency heuristic; trust based
on the agreement between two independent sources [35]. When S1 says “I didn’t
want to sign up, so I tried another website, and also they ask for the same
thing. The same questions. You have to sign up first, and it was the same thing.
So I signed up.”, we say they are using the Consistency heuristic. In this case,
S1 expected to engage without registering, however, when it became apparent
that the seemingly non-standard requirement for registration was a consistent
requirement across similar TV services, the user became willing to disclose.

Similarly, the Reliability class includes the Consensus heuristic; a nor-
malised and general agreement [42]. Consensus has a broader application than
the Consistency heuristic. These situations are exemplified by the use of nor-
mative terms, such as Interviewee S4 noting that “obviously name, email ad-
dress” and “obviously it wanted a photo” to describe an interaction with a social
networking site. Likewise, Interview S10 with “Just the normal, name, date of
birth”, and T6 with “obviously name and email”, however, the data within these
normal and obvious requests did tend to differ. The result is that “it almost by-
passes you because you have done it so many times, but if something unexpected
came up like a page you have not seen before that would make you doubt it.
[...]. If it is the same process as usual I would assume it was fine”.

The three heuristics are linked by the idea that if something is broken, has
mistakes, or if something changes, it can cue users against disclosure, whereas
a professional and as-expected interaction goes unnoticed. Problematically, this
manner of thinking could incentivise service providers to request more informa-
tion than is currently required, because in waiting to do so at a later occasion,
the service risks disturbing the user’s sense of routine and invoke questions such
as S6’s when a TV service started asking for information; “why are you doing
that? It used to be different. They didn’t use to ask for details”.

5.4 ACCORDANCE: Self-confirmation and Persuasion

When Interviewee S6 expressed that a TV service “didn’t use to ask for de-
tails” they were disrupted as a factor of the consistency heuristic, however,
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when they then reflected on “why are you doing that” this is closer to the Self-
Confirmation heuristic; when something aligns with one’s prior belief [35]. S6
later went on to reflect on why the BBC iPlayer “need[s] to check up on me,
and my full name? To see what I’m watching?”. Then as a result, “I just put
my initials in, because I’m just watching TV”.

The Accordance class differs from the Reliability class, in that it refers
to beliefs and understanding rather than process or interface. Also, the Self-
confirmation heuristics does not require a norm to the request, as long as there
is an understanding that the request “comes up for good reasons” such as a
store requesting a delivery address from S3. Whereas, when asked for ID for a
birthday promotion, T11 refrains because “that is not a good reason to give my
ID, especially when I just want to buy make-up. I wasn’t happy, so I didn’t sign
up”. They could not justify the disclosure when told the reason, although in
contrast T11 did give their ID to a storage company when told it was in case
“something happened” despite being vague and not particularly compelling.

Also in the Accordance class is the Persuasive Intent heuristic, the under-
lying principle of which is that perceived manipulation leads to negative judge-
ments [35]. For instance, pop-up messages have been shown to produce a negative
psychological effect [11, 46]. Throughout the interviews, such instances related
to unsettling aspects of an interaction being “too violent, in your face” or an-
noying features that “as you try and get a page and they are flashing up at you”.
Gambino et al. [14] recognise such aspects as being an intrusiveness heuristics,
leading users to “question the integrity” of the service. Removing the ‘persua-
sion’ part of the name of this heuristic to leave it labelled simply as ‘intent’
serves the purpose of being close to the ‘integrity’ element in Gambino et al.,
whilst maintaining a neutral description. Intent better describes the grey area
between it being “quite helpful if they have picked up on what you are trying
to find” and “it seems to be everywhere, [...]. It is annoying and unnecessary. I
suppose there is two sides to it”.

We learn more about this class when Interviewee T7 implies that paying for
prominence on a search result was something to be “wary about”, as if it was not
in the spirit of things, compared to those who achieve prominence through merit
of popularity. Or when Interviewee T2 was deterred by an insurance company
because “they wanted all my details to tell me how much it would cost”. In this
instance, T2 realised it was a ‘consistent’ process for insurance companies to
request this, yet the feeling of being pushed meant they “provided false details”.

5.5 MODALITY: Coolness and Novelty

Sundar [42] associates the Coolness heuristic with new technological features,
or the bells and whistles of existing technologies, with positive credibility eval-
uations. For instance, Interviewee S6 consents [Instagram] access to all their
photos, despite that they “don’t particularly like to, but you can’t download it
without giving that permission”, and they “like the effect on the photos”.

The Novelty heuristic is subtly distinct from the Coolness heuristic as it is
invoked by a user’s initial experience with a technology [42]. S3 describes two
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instances of “when I first started Facebook I think I got a bit carried away”,
and “when I actually started [Deviant Art] I was so happy about it, that I
completed absolutely everything”. However, that early exuberance waned and
“looking back on my profile I used to disclose more information than I do now”.

In Sundar’s MAIN model [42], these heuristics are seen as a factor of modal-
ity. Instances of these heuristics were sparse, and limited to social and entertain-
ment situations, perhaps aligned with the explanation that in these instances
individuals are mostly concerned with gains and immediate gratification [21, 1].

5.6 NARRATIVE: Availability and Coherence

The framework in Table 1 was insufficient to explain all of what the interviewees
described. This is mainly because the credibility framework referred to individu-
als establishing trust, it does not account for individuals considering risk. Instead
of “why are you doing that” type questions, interviewees would engage with past
examples, and/or hypothetical situations, asking themselves “why would they
be interested in me”, or more pertinent, “if I had been affected” type reflections.

To frame these instances of introspection, we refer to the description by [43,
p. 15] of the Availability heuristic; a judgement of the likelihood of an event
based on the ‘ease with which relevant instances come to mind’. A example is
S4’s work insight meaning they “would not sign up for anything like [comparison
websites], because I worked in insurance and basically if anyone put information
on GoCompare it would come straight to us”.

Interviewee S4’s experience was not typical in relation to those less aware,
such as Interviewee S3’s lack of risk availability in that “there has never been
a dodgy situation when I don’t want to give [my location data] because it is
harmless in games like Flappy Bird”. There were many similarities between the
perspectives of the interviewees here and [7] as when the extent of data leakages
were revealed to their participants they were ‘very surprised’ by the frequency
and the destination of data leakage from mobile games.

The overriding difference is that in [7] the full extent of data disclosures
as a result of playing a game was demonstrated, which in turn, allowed their
participants to envisage a list of possible negative outcome, thus completing a
disclosure narrative. In the end, these participants stated a desire to change
future behaviours, and one participant even changed from perceiving disclosure
as useful for customisation, to later referring to the game as being ‘slime’.

It is unsatisfactory to wait for users’ negative experiences to instil a more
cautious, considered approach to disclosure. Instead, it may be possible to inform
users of disclosure risk through a relatable narrative. In this regard we refer to a
Coherence heuristic; being able to envisage the result of a decision as a plausible
outcome. For example, S11 does not profess to having been mugged, yet they
can reason that “when you post a picture you can add your location then people
in the area can look at the picture and they can find you and they could mug you
or something like that”. For S2, they can envisage that it is possible to hack a
Twitter account, yet “honestly wouldn’t care because it is utter rubbish, nothing
important, it is only entertainment”. Seemingly, the interviewee does not have
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the available recall or imagination to see the potential negative results, such as
those increasingly experienced by victims of facility takeovers [24, 25].

Norberg et al. [37] finds that people abstractly perceive risks in over-disclosure,
yet when faced with a specific disclosure decision they most likely disclose. The
evidence in this study contributes to that observation, and further suggests that
the often missing narrative could play a significant role. In practice however,
due to the consent model being ‘simple’, such narrative is rarely available to the
user, and therefore, the resulting behaviour is similar to that observed in Nor-
berg et al. Furthermore, there is an expectation of sorts that this narrative will
be brought to them as noted by T1 who “assume[s] that if I had been affected
[...] I would be contacted by eBay. [...]. Only at that point if that happened
would I care about it a bit more”. Or T3 suggesting that “[i]f there was a serious
problem I’m sure it would be in the news”.

5.7 TRADE: Gains and Worth

Despite the primary focus on heuristics, we examined the data for deviant cases
to counter some confirmation bias. From this, it was evident that along with
heuristics, interviewees were also weighing up their disclosures in terms of trading
utility gains versus losses [4, 3]. In many ways the Modality class (coolness and
novelty) reflects the notion of a trade. Interviewee S3 considering that “it doesn’t
seem like a good investment” to disclose location data to a poorly designed game,
seemingly interpreted in a manner associated with the Effort Heuristic [32] in
that lack of effort reduces utility. Likewise, S6 explains that it was “quite a lot
of details, but I felt like I was getting something back with the [rail] voucher”.

Trade-type behaviours were often imbalanced in favour of disclosure. For
instance, S9 perceived a lack of real option “[w]hen Google linked Gmail and
YouTube [...] I didn’t have much of a choice, I would have had to close my
YouTube account, and I didn’t want to do that”, because “I didn’t want to lose”
my “personal videos” and “amateur stuff”. Likewise, S11 described how “they
force you to have it on your phone”, with the sentiment that “I sort of need
it. I have 100-200 friends on there that I need to contact”. S11 also reflected
on “why would they be interested in me?” Conveying a common sentiment of
insignificance around personal data [20], hence apportioning a low overall value
to the data disclosed, compared to a clear understanding of Facebook’s utility.

Within efforts to disclose in a more calculative manner, the variables under-
pinning the decision often remain heuristics based. When S2 explains a differ-
ences when disclosing “name, phone number, that I need to give, that is fine.
But I wouldn’t tell them where I’m working or what I study”, they rely on the
Coherence heuristic when envisaging someone turning up at their work. Equally,
S1 can envisage the risk and therefore caution “in terms of card and bank details.
That will put me off subscribing or buying online”, but this is only a relative
value as “mobile, or equally email, is the least worrying compared to card”.

Whilst in some instances there was a relative value to single identifiers, i.e.,
name vs. place of work, in other instances, disclosing a combination of identifiers
impacted the valuation. Interviewee S4 talked of less willingness to disclose their
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age once gender had already been disclosed. Seemingly, being a female was a
satisfactory disclosure, but not in conjunction with being young. Not evident is
whether age in isolation holds the same value as when in combination with gen-
der, or how this value may change over time. In contrast, from S9’s perspective
there is a threshold effect;“I consider my phone number a pretty private thing
to begin with it, so if someone has it, they already probably know my name.”

6 Conclusion

The interviews that we have conducted have provided a rich qualitative account
of users interaction with the disclosure decision points of online systems. Look-
ing at the simplicity of such decisions through the lens of credibility heuristics,
we find that our prediction that the heuristics are also being used for disclosure
decisions to be valid. Also, we find disclosure heuristics outside of the credibility
framework, mainly the importance of narrative in how users make disclosure de-
cisions. These results were then encapsulated within superordinate groups (Table
2), revealing PROMINENCE, NETWORK, RELIABILITY, ACCORDANCE,
NARRATIVE, MODALITY and a seventh non-heuristics TRADE class.

The main implication of this paper is that the self-managed model whereby
self-informed individuals are responsible for consenting or withholding personal
data, is idealistic. The evidence here is that users tend to make impoverished
decisions. They evaluate trustworthiness from heuristics formed of prominence
and social networks, using decision cues such as popularity, brand exposure or
word of mouth, resulting in somewhat of a herd mentality. Alternatively, users
evaluate trustworthiness from heuristics formed of accordance with beliefs and
a sense of reliability, using cues such as familiarity and regularity. However,
this reasoning has inductive pitfalls based on the idea that if nothing negative
occurred before as a result of a disclosure, then future like-for-like instances are
deemed safe. Our results agree with [41], and [14] that a reliance on such cognitive
heuristics is key to understanding users knowingly consenting to give more than
intended (i.e., privacy paradox). But also, we find this key to understanding
users consenting to give more than they know (i.e., simple consent).

Norberg [37] calls it a privacy paradox when describing how users base their
disclosure intentions on risk, yet base their disclosure behaviours on trust. The
result is behaviour that favours disclosure because in disclosure environments
there are many trust based cues yet scarce information about the risks. There-
fore, on occasions when users attempt a considered approach to disclosure, qual-
itative accounts of what may happen are not adequately portrayed, and users
find it difficult to complete a coherent narrative which diminishes their ability
to adequately conduct the ‘privacy calculus’ [31] required for informed consent.

Our new super-ordinate set of heuristics for disclosure is envisaged to al-
low future research into the heuristics, and also to provide a place for emerging
heuristics. Our hope is that these heuristics, and the implication of their suscep-
tibility to bias and manipulation [30], may one day be harnessed so users may
benefit from some form of positive nudge and thus mediation of the risks [8, 6].
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